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LRCN Trains Librarians on Application of Open
Access in Libraries

T

he Librarians' Registration Council of
Nigeria (LRCN) organized a 5-day workshop
on Open Access for Librarians and
Information Managers from Sunday 3 - Friday 8
November 2013 at the Kogi State Polytechnic,
Lokoja.
The workshop aimed to equip professionals with
requisite skills that will enable them apply Open
Access initiatives in libraries, provide internal
perspective of impact of open access and provide
strategies for support of Open Access initiative by Group photograph of participants and guests after the
opening ceremony
publishers, institutions and other parties in library
community.
Open access means that scientific literature for instance, should be publicly available, free of charge
on the Internet so that those who are interested can read, download, copy, distribute, print, search,
refer to and, in any other conceivable legal way, use full texts without encountering any financial,
legal or technical barriers other than those associated
with Internet access itself.
It provides the means to maximize the visibility and use
of research output. Most researches are published in
commercial e-journals, but high subscription costs
mean that users in developing and transition countries
are disadvantaged. Open Access therefore provides
immediate solution to this challenge.
Registrar/CEO of LRCN, Dr Victoria Okojie said Open
Access is gaining popularity among Information
Dr. Okojie addressing the audience during the
professionals and no modern day library practice is
opening ceremony
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complete without it. Librarians, according to her, have been amongst the most vocal advocates for
open access. “LRCN is endorsing open access to promote knowledge sharing,” she said.
“This workshop was put together to be a vibrant platform for discussions about how librarians will
take advantage of recent advances in open access to improve their service delivery.”
The Registrar stated that as part of efforts to get libraries deploy open access, LRCN will continue to
build the capacity of librarians to launch open access repositories and to ensure their long-term
sustainability. The Council will offer training, support knowledge sharing, and provide expertise on
open access policies and practices (open access journals, open access repositories, open access
books, open data and open educational resources).
“Our plan is to empower librarians and library professionals, scholars, educators and students to
become open access advocates. We will also continue to advocate the creation and adoption of
Open Access policies nationwide and encourage Nigerian Institutions to sign the Berlin Declaration
on Open Access.”

Kogi State Commissioner for Education, Mrs. Grace
Elebiyo receiving a souvenir from LRCN Registrar,
Dr. Victoria Okojie

Rector, Kogi State Polytechnic, Prof. Matthew Ajibero
delivering his goodwill message

The Berlin Declaration on Open Access to Knowledge in the Sciences and Humanities is a major
international statement on open access and access to knowledge. It emerged in 2003 from a
conference on open access hosted in Berlin by the Max Planck Society. Organizations that commit to
implementing this definition of open access can sign on to the declaration.
Commissioner for Education, Kogi State Mrs Grace Elebiyo who commended the Council for
organizing the workshop applauded Nigeria for taking part in the on-going IT revolution.
She said Kogi State Government will continue to provide adequate support to institutions in the
state to deploy necessary ICTs in their service delivery.
The Commissioner charged the participants to deploy all the opportunities that the workshop
provided to improve their skills.
The Rector, Kogi State Polytechnic, Professor Matthew Ajibero who also Chaired the ceremony said
the workshop was timely, stressing that globalization places an obligation on countries, especially
Nigeria to play their part in the global village.
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Prof Ajibero, also a certified Librarian said Librarians
are at the fore front of using modern technologies in
delivering services and service delivery using ICTs
involves deployment of open access to information.
“That is why the profession is encouraging every
library institution to key into ICT system so we can
move with the whole world. Our responsibility is to
make information available to everybody no matter
where the information exists in the whole world. And
that is the purpose of this workshop, to help our
professionals to be educated in this area.”
Technical Session

The sub-themes considered by Resource Persons include: Open Access: an overview; Access tools
and services to Open Access: DOAR, ROAR, SHERPA-RoMEO, SPARC, DOAJ and E- Publishing,
including mechanism for access and pricing. Others are: Using Open Access for e- resources: e journals, databases, ETDs, e-data archives, thesis, etc; Best Practice case studies on Open Access:
Nigerian initiatives; Open Access to Institutional and Digital Repositories/ Digital Libraries including
consortia approaches; and Open Access and Rights of Creators and Stakeholders: Copyright, IPR
issues and Creative Commons.
Other dignitaries at the official opening of the workshop include: The Provost, Kogi State College of
Education, Technical Kabba, Chief Joe Oshadumo; Deputy Rector, Kogi State Polytechnic, Alhaji Isah
Mohammed; The Director, Kogi State Library Board, Mr Tijani Adaidu and the Chairman, Nigerian
Library Association, Kogi State, Mr Alfred Okpanachi.

The Provost, Kogi State College of Education, Kabba
Chief Joe Oshadumo gets a pack of LRCN Publications

A Resource person taking the participants through
a session
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Medical Librarians Prime for Evidence-Based
Practice

T

he Medical Library Association (MLA), an
arm of the Nigerian Library Association is
building the capacity of its members on
effective health information dissemination
especially in the integration of evidence-based
medicine (EBM) into practice.

The Association's 2013 Workshop/Annual
General Meeting held from 24th – 29th
November at the Conference room of the
Librarians' Registration Council of Nigeria. The
conference aimed at educating participants on
global best practices in library services, Group photograph of Dignitaries and Participants after
the opening ceremony
identifying challenges faced by Librarians in the
health and medical sector, and proffering suggestions for improvement in the provision of
medical library service.
Evidence-based medicine is the process of identifying and assessing the best available scientific
evidence and integrating this evidence with the clinician's judgment and the patient's values to
make medical decisions.
Medical librarians (MLs) are skilled and trained professionals who use evidence-based information
to assist in healthcare and medical research, publishing, presentations, practice and management
decision-making processes. There are libraries designed to assist physicians; health professionals
including managers, administrators and policy makers/implementers; students, patients,
consumers and medical researchers in finding health and scientific information to improve, update,
assess or evaluate health care.
The Chief Medical Director of the University of Abuja
Teaching Hospital, Gwagwalada, Dr Peter Alabi said the
complexity of time limits involved in healthcare delivery,
seeking out the valid information at the right time is an
increasingly different purpose for many health practitioners
to reach.
“EBM was introduced as a solution to remove these
challenges and as a new paradigm to standard health-care.
The participation of Medical Librarians in EBM is rooted in
past practices, most notably in clinical medical librarianship.
Dr. Okojie addressing the participants
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EBM extends medical librarians role beyond recognition of the literature to the involvement in
practicing and teaching quality filtering and critical appraisal of the literature,” said Dr Alabi who was
represented by Dr Haruna Abubakar, Chairman, Medical Advisory Committee of UniAbuja Teaching
Hospital, Gwagwalada.
Country Director/CEO, Health Systems and Projects
Consultants Ltd, Dr Uzodinma Adirieje said there is
increased growth in the availability and variety of
medical and healthcare information and resources of
various shape, space and time, on the one hand, and
a variety of information needs of clients, clinicians
and various stakeholders on the other hand.
“The roles of MLs have extended to the core of EBM
teaching, learning, clinical practice and medical
research, as they now play multiple and diverse roles
in EBM education and related services and should
Rep. of Permanent Secretary Ministry of Health, Dr. therefore be competent and knowledgeable in these
Ali Magaji making a comment at the event
roles,” he said.
Dr Uzodinma then called on MLs to seek and acquire the skills and be well-positioned to respond to
EBM's information needs as trainers or mediators.
Permanent Secretary of the Federal Ministry of Health, Ambassador Sani Bala, lauded the group's
efforts in enhancing the quality of healthcare, education and research in the country.
“MLA serves more than 4000 institutions and professionals in the health information field and
fosters excellence in the professional achievement and leadership of health sciences libraries and
information professionals”.
The Permanent secretary who was represented at the event by Dr Ali Magaji, a Director in the
Ministry suggested that functional libraries should be a requirement for accreditation of all teaching
hospitals.
The Registrar/CEO of Librarians' Registration Council of
Nigeria, Dr Victoria Okojie urged the MLs to deploy the
information technologies to improve their service
delivery. “Social media has made communication of
health information easier and cheaper. The challenge
therefore is for information and health professionals to
re-invent the services they provide,” she said.
The Chief Executive Officer of National Library of
Nigeria, Mallam Habib Jato charged the MLs to
popularize medical librarianship by providing accurate
and up to date information especially on latest research
result.
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Cross section of Participants being addressed
by Dr. Haruna Abubakar of UniAbuja Teaching
Hospital

Mr Jato cited that at a time “librarians registered all pregnant women in Botswana” as part of their
community services, thereby contributing meaningfully to the realization of the Millennium
Development Goals.
To the Executive Director, Medical Library Association (MLA) of the United States of America, Carla
Funk whose goodwill message was read by Alan Harris, the association can develop and manage a
knowledge base of health information research that will enhance and improve professional practice,
promulgate advances in biomedical research, demonstrate the value of health information for
improved health and support lifelong learning. President of MLA, Dr. Uju Nwafor-Orizu said Nigerian
masses are yearning for authentic health information for disease prevention and management. She
called on all Medical Librarians in Nigeria to make sincere efforts at bridge the gap between scientist
who carry out health and bio science research and health professionals who use the research result
for better health care delivery and other purposes.

Cross section of the Participants during the
opening ceremony

Dr. Haruna Abubakar; Princess Uju NwaforOrizu;
Dr. James Daniel; Dr. Victoria Okojie; Dr. Ali
Magaji and Mallam Habib Jato at the event

CEO, National Library of Nigeria, Mallam Habib
Jato delivering a goodwill message

Representative of the Permanent Secretary, Federal
Ministry of Health Dr. Ali Magaji speaking at the
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LRCN Staff Treat Registrar to a Birthday Bash

O

n Thursday, November 28, 2013, the entire members of staff of the Librarians' Registration
Council of Nigeria feted the Registrar/CEO, Dr Victoria Okojie with a surprise birthday party.
Although a simple get-together in honour of a hardworking Chief Executive, it provided an
opportunity for the staff to express their delight over the leadership style that Dr Okojie has
employed in piloting the affairs of the Council which has translated to tangible successes recorded in
all activities of the Council since it became operational four years ago. There were prayers, songs and
dances. After the photo session taken in various departmental groups, the Management team
supported the Chief Executive Officer to cut the birthday cake.
Feeling obviously lionized by the party, the Registrar thanked the staff for the show of solidarity and
for being interested in her welfare. “I feel highly honoured by what you have done,” she said. Dr
Okojie therefore called on the staff to be more dedicated to duty, promising that hardwork would be
rewarded.

The Celebrant, Dr. Okojie

Group photograph with LRCN Staff

Dr. Okojie cutting the birthday cake with LRCN top
management

Dr. Okojie thanking the staff
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The Chief Accountant, Mr Olu Oyebanjo proposing a
toast

Finance and Accounts Dept.

The Registrar’s Office Staff

The Professional Services Dept.

The Department of Administration
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African Students Confer Nelson Mandela Award
on Okojie

T

he All-African Students Union (AASU) has recognized the Registrar/CEO of Librarians
Registration Council of Nigeria, Dr Victoria Okojie, with the Nelson Mandela Distinguished
Award of Excellence. The award was in acknowledgement of her hardwork, dedication to
duty, contribution to nation building and outstanding service to God and humanity, said AASU
President,Comrade Muhammed Sallah during the award ceremony held on Friday, November 9,
2013 in Abuja.
Sallah said that in keeping with its objectives, the Union
observes keenly and scrutinizes institutions and public
office holders at all levels and honor them based on their
contributions to the attainment of the Millennium
Development goals in Africa.
For Dr Okojie, the President said, “AASU has observed with
keen interest, your contributions to Nigeria's education
sector and chosen to honour you.”
He said the recipient's contribution to development of
library services in Africa being the Chair of International
Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA), AASU President, Comrade Muhammed Sallah
presents the award to Dr. Okojie
Africa Section is note-worthy.
In her acceptance speech, Dr Okojie said she was humbled by the realization that the little efforts
her organization is making in contributing its quota to move Nigeria forward is already yielding good
results and is being recognized.
“It is a general belief that a prophet is usually not honoured among his people but here today we
have people among us who have painstakingly watched us closely and became convinced that our
contributions to the development of the Education Sector should not go unrecognized,” Dr Okojie
said.

Comrade Sallah Speaks

LRCN team during the ceremony
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Dr. Okojie and the AASU delegates

The Citation

The Registrar therefore challenged the students to make contributions to the Post 2015 Africa
Agenda being developed by the African Union and UNECA saying it is time for Africa to take
leadership position in determining the goals set for it.
She assured that IFLA Africa Section would continue to ensure provision of quality library and
information services in Africa, while revealing that the Section is putting together a mentoring
programme for young people who would take over when the older population retire.
AASU is a pan- African Students' Union which came into existence in 1972 with the objective of
agitating for the welfare of African students in Europe, America and other parts of the world. The
group has its headquarters in Ghana.

Group photo of LRCN Management and AASU
Delegates

Dr. Okojie receives the award certificate
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